Power9 server (hal000)

System Description

Host name: hal000.ncsa.illinois.edu

Hardware
- IBM 8335-GTG AC922 server
  - 2x 20-core IBM POWER9 CPU @ 2.00 GHz
  - 512 GB DDR4
  - 4x NVIDIA V100 GPUs
  - 5120 cores
  - 16 GB HBM 2
  - 2x 3.84 TB SSDs
  - 1.6 TB SSD NVMe Adapter
  - 2-Port EDR 100 GB IB ConnectX-5 Adapter
  - 4-port (10 Gb + 1 GbE) SR+RJ45 Adapter

Software
- RHEL 7.5
- CUDA 9.2
  - cuDNN 71
  - NCCL 2.2.13
- IBM XLC 13.1 beta
- IBM XL FORTRAN 15.1 beta
- Advance toolchain for Linux on Power
- PowerAI Release 5.0

To request access please fill out this form.
This form requires using your Illinois account with Google. If you need to enable it, follow instructions posted here.

Contact us

Request access to ISL resources:
Application

Contact ISL staff: Email Address

Visit: NCSA, room 3050E

Related Projects: NSF MRI: Development of an Instrument for Deep Learning Research